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Detroit future city plan

HAA was the chief advisor on the Strategic Framework Planning Team, who worked with Tony Griffin from urban planning and design for the American city. Through collaboration with Ms. Griffin and a team of local, national and international planning experts, the Detroit Future City Strategic Framework Program has
emerged as a comprehensive, action-driven plan for near and long term decision-making, including physical vision, policies and implementation strategies, and application responsibilities. Read more.Planning / Urban Design / 2012 Comprehensive, action-driven plan for near and long term decision-making for Detroit. By:
Karen Dybis, Michigan Special News Photos by: Greta Guest Detroit Future City located on West Grand Boulevard right in front of the Fisher Building. With the huge changes Detroit has experienced over the past decade, imagine how far the city could get past the next half-century. It's the day job of Detroit Pythar City,
a think tank, a group of policy-obsessed lawyers and innovation engineers who take a bold plan for Detroit's future and follow it, step by step, from paper to action. One of its main goals is to create, facilitate and follow a 50-year vision for extensive and veted 50-year research into economic development and land within
the Detroit borders. It is a vision of an environmentally responsible, economically diverse and inclusive city, as well as fair in terms of jobs, housing and transportation options.  It's a tall order. But Detroit Pythor City holds itself and its stakeholders responsible for the greatest opportunity the city has ever had -- a chance to
rebuild Detroit and reach the epicenter of Michigan. Anika Leshem is the CEO of Detroit Pythor City. The U-M graduates developed a strategic plan for Detroit five decades out. We take the really hard stuff on us, and put in place systems that make sure 50 years doesn't take place without an important change, said
Anika Leshem, who became the group's ceo in 2016. That means everything from improving the quality of single-family housing for the city's nearly 700,000 residents to finding new life for more than 900 empty industrial properties in Detroit to empowering neighbors to take up the smallest side lots and realize their
enormous potential.  According to Leshem, (these issues) keep our neighborhoods from taking a positive economic turn. For us to reach a 50-year vision, we need to look at the city in its entirety. And overall, it's not all community farms and new, another project. ... We're hoping we'll have an impact on all of Detroit. It's a
combination of data and design, strategic planning and deep humanity that hopes to create a framework not only for Detroit's development, but also for the development of cities across the country. Pyther City's office on West Grand Boulevard right across from the Fisher Building also has its share of corn and blue blood.
Leshem, who earned a master's degree in social work from a University of Pennsylvania community organization, said she had family from Michigan. Both her parents went to U-M: her mother, Carol Sis, was head of the Skillman Foundation before her last retirement. Her father, Tom, a business manager, played football
from 1965 to 1968 and served as athletic director from 1997 to 2000.  We have really deep Wolverine roots, added there.  Tom Godris is the deputy manager of Detroit Pythaard City. Some Detroit Pythathr City teammates also have U.M. titles. Tom Godris, deputy director, is a graduate of the Taubman Moth College of
Architecture and Urban Planning. Sarah Heush, who serves as director of land use and sustainability, holds a BA in Economics and Environmental Studies. Pierre Amelia Davis serves as director of the Land Use and Sustainability Program and has a master's degree in urban planning. And Susan Rossinowski, director of
storm water innovation, holds a B.A. in Environmental Engineering.  Some of the key projects Detroit Pyther City is working on include its focus on land use and sustainability, its land and water quality, as well as mini-grant projects. At the end of 50 years, so the name sees a city with productive and directional green
spaces, Detroit with economic clusters with excellent jobs, and neighborhoods that have diverse housing options and transportation options and family-friendly services.  Detroit will become a city of choice for the region and become the economic anchor that holds Michigan together as its largest city, Foss said. That's
really what the strategic framework is designed to do. The Work With a Lot program encourages community groups, faith-based institutions, no profits and businesses to install one of 38 plot designs to operate community spaces, address storm water concerns, and create more attractive neighborhoods. The 50-year
plan is mapped out at the Detroit Python City office. The program awarded its first installations in 2016, with facilities taking place throughout the city. The group has since invested more than $330,000 in communities and vacant land change. Carrie Morris of Curry Morris Art Concert received one of the grants. Morris
used the grant to install the fun lot design mounds, creating an outdoor amphitheater, a welcoming public green space, and children's playplay across 12 vac empty lots to serve the West Campau/Banglatown neighborhood. According to Morris, Morris, Detroit Python City offered shell services, thinking about everything
(we) need and more. They really help people rate how they think about land use and how they facilitate land use in the community. Greta Gauer contributed to Report. Back to news + stories help affect the quality of life of all Detroit by donating online or by checking. Your contribution will help develop a vibrant and
sustainable city. If you prefer not to donate online, you can send your donation to Detroit Future City 2990 West Grand Boulevard. Ste. 2 Detroit, MI 48202 for other donation options, please contact us at info@detroitfuturecity.com or call 313-259-4407. Detroit Feather City (DFC) is a nonprofit organization that plays a
crucial role in Detroit as an independent think tank, policy advocate and innovation engine focused on the future of the city and implementing strategies that advance the recommendations set out in the DFC's strategic framework. The strategic framework is a 50-year long-term guide to decision-making by all Detroit
stakeholders -- from elected officials to residents. Released in 2013 after an ambitious three-year effort, the most detailed guide draws on the best local and national talent, as well as the insights of more than 100,000 Detroits, to reimagine a better future for Detroit. The strategic framework recommends a host of ideas,
strategies and approaches on how to best use our land abundance, create employment growth and economic prosperity, ensure vibrant neighborhoods, build infrastructure that serves citizens at an affordable price, and maintain a high level of community engagement that is integral to the city's success. The land and
building asset element calls on all the various public agencies holding the land to align their missions around a single shared vision. This joint effort will be built around the city's ambitions outlined in land use and environmental programs, economic growth strategies and neighborhood regeneration efforts that provide
collective access to city land and buildings, whether publicly or privately owned. John Gallagher | Detroit Free Press The big question we all asked when the Detroit Pythaur City framework was published in 2013 was this: Will this innovative document sit on the shelf collecting dust like many other studies before it, or will
it really guide Detroit's regeneration? The answer, fans of the DFC framework were happy to see, is closer to the last. Mayor Mike Dugan's administration has adopted the DFC framework as its guide to thinking about the city's many and ergongic neighborhoods. And the bold visions of the framework of rede stitching up
Detroit's empty, abandoned land in new and innovative ways were widely accepted as a goal, if not yet achieved on the ground. Now, the Detroit Future City Implementation Office, the entity established to translate the guiding principles of the actual DFC framework, has completed its strategic plan, a roadmap of where
the firm plans to go. This plan imagines that the office is independent. An being based in Detroit's new Central District will serve as an all-purpose push on neighborhood revival. We really see ourselves as a thought leader, supporting new and innovative ideas, converging, and a bit of a snooze, Annika Rough-Foster, the
office manager, told me last week. We also need to be very clear and thoughtful about where Detroit is right now. And if we don't address these issues face-to-face, we'll never get to the innovative aspects. The Detroit Firm of Pyther City currently employs 10 people, most of them urban planners and other experts. It
operates on a budget of about $2.1 million a year, supported primarily by fund grants. In the future, so do other potential sources of income, including paid advice for service and the sale of its proprietary data and analysis. The firm's new strategic plan includes the relauncation of the detroitfuturecity.com, which rises to
Monday morning. Crucially, the DFC office plans to concentrate on issues that few people otherwise talk about. One is the shift from Detroit's booming home ownership market to the rental market, reflecting the losses of the foreclosure crisis. The DFC office released a widely discussed report on this earlier this year. The
firm also emphasized the need for a strategy to deal with Detroit's 900 vacant industrial sites in the city. According to Yes-Foster, there is no real strategy for how we will treat them. Without this strategy, it will continue to serve only as a weight and barrier for us to be able to make progress at the neighborhood level.
When Director Dugan is already buying into the DFC framework principles and trying to implement them, I also asked Leshem Foster how her office would differentiate itself. Her answer, in part, was to try to fill some unique niches, like being a think tank on empty industrial sites. But the office's job of scolding and
nagging the neighborhood's needs will remain key. We're not going to let some problems go, went there foster. The board really wanted racial equality and community engagement to be guiding principles for us. If we're going to be nagging about anything, it's especially about that, to make sure everything we do is
inclusive. If it feels like there's total inequality we're going to have this conversation and we're really going to talk about it. Such a role was needed for a long time in Detroit, where before the Dugan administration we saw the city's planning activities rise to almost nothing. Under Dugan and his planning director, Maurice
Cox, the firm is staffing at a much stronger level. It also adjusted the DFC's guidelines that each neighborhood has a future suitable for its current situation and for residents. But even with city leaders buying into DFC's vision of strategies like urban agriculture, greenways, And resorts on empty land, it's still encouraging
that an office like DFC is there to play the role it does. The more thoughtful voices we have about Detroit's regeneration, the better. Contact John Gallagher: 313-222-5173 or gallagher@freepress.com. Follow him on Twitter @jgallagherfreep. @jgallagherfreep .
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